Philadelphia Dec 29-1822

Esteemed friend, your letter dated Nov 20th was duly received and the money forwarded, which pay'd in full all demand.

Edmond Gifford also has paid in full for 1820, 1821 and 1822 and his remittance will be continued to the same office as heretofore. Joseph Gannetts, Esq.

You can inform him on seeing him or he has not desired them discontinuance.

The facts you state which you think was not inserted in the Reformer you will find in an extract in from the Reformer of 1821 page 129. The facts being out of place as they were not a controversy but a matter applying generally to them, is a mere difference of opinion. In this I will state one fact to you and that is this: I did not mean to introduce the element of fee or select any subject. The reason to allow it to run on we are so careless in keeping the accounts and giving credit to the one, or the other you can hardly blame us for these errors. The second time you inform him his remittance is received.

Philadelphia Dec 29-1822.

Three dollars of Simeon Brownell in full for the Reformer in 1820, 1821 and 1822 at the end of which year his subscription closes.

Theophilus W. Ainslie.

Proprietor, Deputy Principal East.
Simeon Crowell
South Yarmouth
Barnstable county
Massachusetts
Esteemed Friend

Your letter dated 12 mo. 20th was duly received and the money forwarded, which pays in full of all demands. Edward Gifford has also paid in full for 1820, 1821 and 1822 and his numbers will be continued to the same office as heretofore, viz North Yarmouth, so that you can inform him on seeing him as he has not desired their discontinuance. The piece you sent which you think was not inserted in the Reformer you will find in an extracted form in the Reformer of 1821 page 179. The parts left out it was supposed would produce a controversy – for respecting applying prophecies there is a great difference of opinion. In this I will send a receipt both for you and E Gifford. In general I do not send a receipt as it subjects the person to too much expense, as the work will not allow us to pay it and we are so careful in keeping the accounts and giving credit that it is not necessary. The following are the receipts. The one for E. Gifford you can hand to him at the same time you inform him his numbers are continued and will be forwarded in 2 or 3 days.

Received Philadelphia Dec 29 – 1822 Three dollars of Simeon Crowell in full for the Reformer for 1820, 1821 and 1822 at the end of which year his subscription closes

Theophilus R Gates
Proprietor and principal Editor

NB This letter has been written when much engaged for which reason you must excuse the manner in which it is written.